EUROPEAN QUARTER HORSE EXPERIENCE 2010

CLASS-PREVIEW

AQHA OPEN:

HALTER CLASSES:
YEARLING - AGEDSTALLIONS
YEARLING - AGED MARES
YEARLING - AGED GELDINGS
PERFORMANCE HALTERSTALLIONS, MARES & GELDINGS

PERFORMANCE CLASSES:
JUNIOR CUTTING
SENIOR CUTTING
RANCH SORTING ALL AGES
JUNIOR REINING
SENIOR REINING
JUNIOR WESTERN RIDING
SENIOR WESTERN RIDING
GREEN WESTERN RIDING
JUNIOR TRAIL
SENIOR TRAIL
GREEN TRAIL
JUNIOR WESTERN PLEASURE
SENIOR WESTERN PLEASURE
GREEN WESTERN PLEASURE
JUNIOR HUNTER UNDER SADDLE
SENIOR HUNTER UNDER SADDLE
GREEN HUNTER UNDER SADDLE
HUNTER HACK ALL AGES

AQHA YOUTH CLASSES:
SHOWMANSHIP ALL AGES
REINING ALL AGES
WESTERN RIDING ALL AGES
TRAIL ALL AGES
WESTERN HORSEMANSHIP ALL AGES
WESTERN PLEASURE ALL AGES
HUNTER UNDER SADDLE ALL AGES
HUNTER HACK ALL AGES
HUNT SEAT EQUITATION ALL AGES
CUTTING ALL AGES
RANCH SORTING ALL AGES
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AQHA NOVICE YOUTH CLASSES:
SHOWMANSHIP ALL AGES
REINING ALL AGES
WESTERN RIDING ALL AGES
TRAIL ALL AGES
WESTERN HORSEMANSHIP ALL AGES
WESTERN PLEASURE ALL AGES
HUNTER UNDER SADDLE ALL AGES
HUNT SEAT EQUITATION ALL AGES
CUTTING ALL AGES
RANCH SORTING ALL AGES

AQHA AMATEUR CLASSES:
SHOWMANSHIP ALL AGES
REINING ALL AGES
WESTERN RIDING ALL AGES
TRAIL ALL AGES
WESTERN HORSEMANSHIP ALL AGES
WESTERN PLEASURE ALL AGES
HUNTER UNDER SADDLE ALL AGES
HUNTER HACK ALL AGES
HUNT SEAT EQUITATION ALL AGES
CUTTING ALL AGES
RANCH SORTING ALL AGES
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NSBA CLASSES:
OPEN WESTERN PLEASURE
OPEN HUNTER UNDER SADDLE
NON-PRO WESTERN PLEASURE
NON-PRO HUNTER UNDER SADDLE

FEI REINING CRI*

NRHA CLASSES:
OPEN
LIMITED OPEN
NON-PRO
LIMITED NON-PRO
ROOKIE
YOUTH

NCHA CLASSES:
OPEN
NON-PRO
YOUTH

WRAL/FLSE CLASSES:
OPEN WESTERN PLEASURE
OPEN TRAIL
OPEN REINING
YOUTH WESTERN PLEASURE
YOUTH TRAIL
YOUTH REINING

JACKPOT CLASSES:
WESTERN PLEASURE
TRAIL
REINING

!!! Classes are not approved yet and may be changed !!!